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1. PET JimCTION DIODE
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Figure l(a) No External Bias
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Figure l(b) Reverse Bias
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Figure l(c)Forward Bias
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Figure 2 PM Junction Characteristic

1.1The 'lift-off* potential depends on temperature. It falls approximately
2.5 mV per C rise in temperature.
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2. THE ZENER DIODE
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Figure 5 Zenor diode characteristic

2.1 The *zener effect' is responsible for voltage breakdown occuring in

diodes where is approximately 5V" or less. Heavy doping of the u

semi-conductor materials is responsible for a very narrow depletion

layer at the PN junction. This results in a very hi^ electric

field strength across the junction under reverse bias conditions. A

field strong enou^ to pull electrons from their parent atoms and

allow conduction to occur.

2.2 In diodes with greater than 5y avalanche breakdown is responsible Ll

for conduction under reverse bias conditions. Thermally generated

electrons are accelerated by the reverse bias. These electrons

collide with semiconductor atoms releasing further electrons, the

effect avalanches and the resistance of the diode falls sharply.
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3. THE YARACTOR DIODE
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Figure 4 The Varactor Diode

3.1 The depletion layer at the jimction of a PN diode acts in similar

manner to the dielectric in a two plate capacitor. Increasing the

reverse bias across the diode increases the thickness of the

depletion layer and reduces the capacitance between the anode aM

cathode of the diode.

3.2 Varactors up to 500p^ available with a 15:1 tuning range for a

9V variation in reverse bias.

W
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4. LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (lEP)

4.1 Wien a PN junction diode is forward "biased electrons and holes cross

the junction recombination taJces place. Before an electron and

hole can recomhine the electron must give up energy and in demi-

condutor materials such as gallium-arsenide the energy is in the

form of EM radiation in the visi"ble spectrum, i.e. red li^t.
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5. THE BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR
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Figure 5 Binolar Transistor Action

5.1 The collector-base Junction is reverse biased and the depletion layer

extends well into the base region. The direction of the electric

field across the depletion layer is such as to accelerate any free

electrons in the base towards the collector. With no base-emitter

bias the only free electrons in the base will be those generated

thermally. In silicon at room temperature there are very few such

electrons and the leakage current is negligible.

5.2 Applying approximately 0,6V forward bias to the base-emitter Junction

will cause electrons to cross from the emitter into the base region.

The majority of these electrons are subsequently swept into the

collector by the electric field across the collector-base depletion

layer. Approximately 0.59^ recombine with holes in the base region,

this causes base current to flow to compensate for the *loss* of holes

within the base.

5.5 Hence if 1mA emitter current flows then 99»5%9 995M«A., reaches the

collector and the base current will be 5p^«
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5.4 A small increase in the base-emitter bias of approximately 20 jnV

will double the emitter ouin:ent to 2mA. This will oaxise the base

current to double to lOpA and the oolleotor current to increase to
I.99111A,

5.5 It follows therefore that if this relationship holds true the ratio of
the base g-TiH oolleotor current will be a constant and is called the

forward d.o. current gain h^g

Notes The use of capital letters is tised to indicate d.c, current

or voltage.

5.6 For collector currents between approximately 1mA and ^Omk silicon
small signal transistors have an h^g of 100 - 4OO. This figure is
reduced if the collector current is very small or very large when the

probability of recombination occurring within the base region is much
hi^er. Power transistors usually have an h^g between 10 and 70.

5.7 The circuit action in a PNP transistor is similar to that of an NPN if
holes are switched for electrons as majority current carriers and bias

potentials are made negative.

-h

NPN

0,6V

Figure 6 NPN and PNP Transistors

5.8 Note that Ig = Ig + as 1^ is very much greater than Ig it can be

assumed that in small signal transistors

^ " ̂0
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6. BIPOLAR TRAESISTOR CHASACTERISTICS

6.1 There are three main graphs or characteristics which are used to show

the relationship "between the various voltages and currents in a

transistor.

1 mA

oi55V
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0.7 V

Figure 7 Innut Characteristic

6.2 The input characteristic shows the relationship "between the input

voltage V-p^ ("base-emitter voltage) and the input current 1^ ("base
cu2?rent). It is that of a forward "biased HI junction diode.
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Figure 8 Out-put Characteristic
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6,5 The output characteristic shows the effect of the output voltage

VcE (collector-emitter voltage) on the output cxirrent 1^ (collector
current). As 1^ also depends on I^, a family of curves are plotted,
each for a particular value of I^.

20 mA

100uA

Figure 9 Cument Transfer Characteristic

6,4 The current transfer characteristic shows the effect of the input

current on the output current 1^ for a particular value of
Over the normal range of cu3?rents in a small signal transistor it

can he considered a strai^t line,

i.e. hpgj is constant.

W
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7. THYRISTOR DIODE
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Figure 10 Thyristor Diode Rectifier

7.1 The thyristor diode will conduct as long as the anode of the diode

remains positive with respect to its cathode and the diode has been

triggered on by a positive pulse applied to the gate.

7.2 The thyristor is a four layer device which can be considered as

forming two complementary transistors. Refer to figure 11.
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Pigure 11 Thyristor Action

7.3 With transistor Tg's equal to zero volts the transistor will he
cut-off, hence its collector potential will he at ̂g^ppjy*
therefore follows that the hase and emitter of will he at the

same potential, i.e. 0, and will also he cut-off. The

resistance of the thyristor diode under such conditions will he

several megohms even thou^ the anode is positive with respect to the

cathode.

7.4 A positive trigger to the hase of Tg will cut it on and its collector
potential will fall. Tcansistor T^ will conduct and maintain the

positive potential on the hase of Tg. Only when the supply voltage

falls to zero will hoth transistors cut-off and the diode become a

hi^ resistance.
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7.5 The switching time between conducting states can be of the order of

Ijis and the potential drop across the diode may only be IV with an
3

anode current of lO^A flowing.

7.6 A Tb?iac*s action is similar to two coinplementary thyristors. This

gives bidirectional conduction, controlled by a trigger pulse on the

positive and negative half cycles of the input waveform.

7.7 A Diac has no gate terminal and switches on at a particular anode-

cathode potential owing to avalanche breaMown.

P.A. Iiacy/\rC
20th Rovember 1980


